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WHAT’S HAPPENING TODAY?
What have teams
been doing?

For roughly 12 weeks, teams
of students ages 9-16*
have engaged in research,
problem-solving, coding,
and engineering – building
and programming a LEGO®
Education SPIKE™ Prime or
LEGO MINDSTORMS® robot
and conducting a research
project to identify and solve a
relevant real-world problem
related to the annual theme.
*Varies by country

We are celebrating the teams’ hard work!
Judging: Teams will share
what they have learned and
get valuable feedback on their
Robot Design, Core Values,
and Innovation Project in a
half-hour judging session.
Judges will assess teams’ work
on rubrics and provide some
immediate verbal feedback to
encourage and inspire them.
Robot Game: In addition to
judging, each team will play
three separate 2.5-minute
matches of the Robot Game.

They will try to have their
robot score as many points
as possible by solving the
missions of the Robot Game.
Only their highest score counts.
The Robot Game allows teams
to demonstrate how well their
design and code worked. In
between matches, you may
see them working together to
iterate and improve their robot
for their next round.

Referees at the Robot Game
table will also be watching how
the teams embody Gracious
Professionalism ® – the spirit of
friendly competition unique to
all FIRST programs.
When all the matches and
judging sessions are complete,
the top-performing teams
will take home awards, but
all teams will share in the
celebration of a season well
done.

Learn more at: www.firstlegoleague.org
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